Greater Range of Embroidery Jobs, Now More Exciting

PR Series

Accessories Guide
An extensive range of accessories is available to built on your skills, whether it’s for fun or business.
Combine various accessories to suit any number of jobs, all with a single PR Series unit.

PR Series Features
Extensive range of accessories

An extensive range of accessories is available, including optional extras and software additions.
Use these to built up your home embroidering skills and make more interesting designs.

Automatic Needle Threading

LCD Screen

Portability

Automatic Frame Detector

Reduce stress, eliminating the need for troublesome
needle-threading with our automatic threading design!
Optimized for space-efficiency and performance.

6-Needle Home Embroidery
with LED Positioning Marker

High-definition LCD panel with a touch-based interface
makes even complex jobs go smoothly!
Genuine Brother products make for easy, safe, stress-free use!

10-Needle Home Embroidery Machine
with Built-in Camera

Embroider completed caps

Embroider over a wider area

Set-up the completed cap directly onto the machine

Embroider right up to the edge

Stretch the cap over the frame

Greater area for embroidery designs

Embroider over a wider area

4 sections that embroidery
can be applied

Apply embroidery to shoes and other pieces that were difficult to embroider

Set-up larger shoes

Embroider the tongues of shoes

Embroider the collars of polo shirts

Embroider large designs by only stretching once

Embroider half the design with the garment stretched once

Rotate the frame when half the design is complete

Ideal for embroidering continuous designs like those on curtains and skirts

Makes it easy to embroider continuous designs to large pieces of cloth

Remove the frame in one step

Simply slide the cloth and fit the frame

Ideal for embroidering cylindrical sections

Easily stretch shirt sleeves, trousers, bags and other similar shapes

Stretch the piece over the special frame

Apply embroidery just around cuffs

Apply the frame over a specific area

Set-up the garment in any direction, as long as the center of the frame is where you want it

Easily adjust designs that need to be aligned properly

Square frame to suit quilt designs

A square frame to make aligning quilt patterns and other embroidery positions

The square shape of the frame also makes it
ideal for planning quilt designs

Excess cloth on larger pieces no longer gets in the way when applying embroidery

Cloth outside of the frame is kept on top of the frame and out of the way

For flat frame

Easy-to-use PR Series-exclusive stand with excellent storage capacity

Tool attachments such as cap frames
and cylindrical frames

Neatly stores frames and arms away

Exclusive stand with plenty of storage for
various accessories

Enough space even to
store the wide table

Embroidery Design Software.

PE-DESIGN® 10

Expand your creative possibilities and streamline your design work
with the new PE-DESIGN® 10 Embroidery Design Software.
PE-DESIGN® 10 truly is the "Perfect 10" of embroidery software,
with new and enhanced features for everyone
- from the hobbyist to the home business entrepreneur.

Top 10 Features
1. USB-Sized dongle
2. IMPROVED! Platform and embroidery Wizard
3. See thumbnails of your designs
4. Intelligent Color Sort
5. See the font and its name, and new Font filter
6. Fabric Selector
7. ENHANCED! Even better PhotoStitch™ quality
8. Patch Wizard
9. ENHANCED! Appliqué Wizard
10. ENHANCED! Split Stitch Tool

Expand the creative embroidery options of your PR Series

4-Needle Cutwork Kit

This 4-Needle Cutwork Kit upgrades both your Entrepreneur® PR-Series machine,
and your existing PE-DESIGN® software, giving you the ability to create and
customize beautiful embroidery cutwork.

Enjoy three levels of functionality from basic to advanced.
Basic Cutwork

- Embroider & Cut the included designs

Intermediate Cutwork

- Create appliques from your own .pes files

Advanced Cutwork

- Design, Customize, and Digitize your own cutwork!

PR655/PR1000e Main Specifications and Functions
PR655

PR1000e

6

10

Number of needles
Speed Adjustment *Stitch Per Minute

Adjust Individual Needle Speed from 400 to 1000 SPM (Frames); 400 to 600 SPM (Caps)
300 x 200 mm (Cap flame: 130 x 60 mm)

Maximum sewing area (W x H)

360 x 360 mm (Wide cap flame: 360 x 60 mm)

12 x 8 in (Cap flame: 5 x 2.4 in)

14 x 14 in (Wide cap flame: 14 x 2.4 in)

Maximum sewing area of included frames (W x H)

360 x 200 mm 14 x 8 in

LCD

WVGA 800 x 480 ASV 16,777,216 colors

CPU

Ultra-high speed

USB

2 USB ports (2.0 & 1.1) 1 PC connection USB port (2.0)

Built-in fonts

28

28

Built-in designs

25

110

LED lights

2 (On/Off setting)

5 (5 levels, adjustable)

Camera function

No

Yes

Spool stand LEDs

No

Yes

New upper threading system

No

Yes

Manual color sequence

No

Yes

Sewing speed setting

No

Yes

Link function

No

Yes (Ver.2 and above)

Single color sewing

Yes

Yes

Applique function

Yes

Yes

LED pointer

Yes

No

PR Series Arm/Frame compatibility
PR655

model
Arm A

Label sign

Tubular

Flat

Quilt

Border

Jumbo

Round
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(No label)
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